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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

This report details the prototyping work for the development and evaluation of the SDP Execution               
Framework prototype --- Data Activated Liu Graph Engine (DALiuGE). 
 
The core component of DALiuGE is a flexible and scalable graph execution engine that runs smoothly                
on a wide variety of platforms including both supercomputers and cloud environments. DALiuGE             
models large-scale, distributed processing pipelines with graphical models. The graph representation           
allows DALiuGE to deterministically exploit as many parallelism opportunities as possible, which            
leads to a completely decentralised, scalable execution engine. 
 
The prototyping results suggest that DALiuGE imposes very little overhead to the pipeline execution              
latency, scaling out the graph deployment gracefully from a single node to thousands of compute               
nodes without encountering any major bottlenecks. Its implementation maturity was further           
demonstrated in several SKA pathfinder projects, in which DALiuGE has been used for driving the               
data reduction pipelines to tackle practical data challenges. The report demonstrated that DALiuGE             
is capable of graph-based processing at the SKA1 scale.  
 
The remainder of the report is organised as follows. Section 1.2 briefly introduces the motivation               
and scope of the DALiuGE execution framework. Section 2 lists supporting documents cited in this               
report. We highlight the SDP risk items that DALiuGE aims to mitigate in Section 3. Section 4                 
discusses prototyping in four areas -- scalability, integration capability, separation of concerns, and             
maturity. The report summarises its key findings in Section 5. 
 

1.2 Scope of the document 

1.2.1 Execution Framework 

The Execution Framework is a central part of the SDP. It executes various SDP pipelines to reduce the                  
raw visibility data --- which comes from the SKA Central Signal Processor --- into the science ready                 
data products requested by the science projects. For each 6-hour long observation campaign, the              
execution framework needs to orchestrate tens of millions of tasks distributed across thousands of              
compute nodes.  
This poses a great data challenge, since the current generation of radio astronomy data processing               
systems are designed to handle data approximately two to three orders of magnitude smaller than               
that of the SKA1. 
 

1.2.2 DALiuGE 

To tackle this challenge, ICRAR developed the Data Activated Liu Graph Engine, DALiuGE, which is a                
graph based Execution Framework prototype for executing continuous, time-critical, data-intensive          
workflows in order to produce science-ready data products. Compared to existing astronomical            
workflow systems, DALiuGE has several advantages such as separation of concerns, data-centric            
execution, graph-based dataflow scheduling, and native support for streaming processing.  
Different from existing similar frameworks, such as Apache Spark, Google’s Tensor Flow or the              
University of Tennessee’s PaRSEC, DALiuGE has been developed from the beginning with focus on              
radio astronomy at the scale of the SKA, and was used to verify and improve the SDP architecture in                   
an agile way. 
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The high level design approach followed is to model both data and processing components (or               
applications) as nodes on the execution graph. This wrapping node is so-called a “Drop”. Graphs are                
then  formed by joining an application drop to at least two data drops (one in one out). 
For further detailed information, a technical overview of DALiuGE and its operational production             
systems are described in [RD1]. 
 
The DALiuGE prototype demonstrates and verifies a number of critical aspects of the SDP              
architecture and in particular architectural pattern namely: 

1. Scalability of graph-based approaches to Peta-scale systems 
2. Reuse of components within a graph-based processing environment 
3. Efficient translation of a logical graph defining the algorithm to a physical graph describing              

the mapping of the algorithm onto the physical hardware layer 
4. Efficient instantiation of large number of algorithm components and tasks. 

 
Further details on DALiuGE and its suitability within the SDP architecture can be found within the                
DALiuGE Execution Engine C&C view packet [RD2]. 
 
In addition, the following aspects have been prototyped: 

1. Addition of an event monitoring feature for monitoring and resource profiling allowing for             
real workload characterisation of actual processing components to support (dynamic)          
scheduling. 

2. Construction of new pipelines using a DALiuGE compliant workflow editor interface 
3. Creation of a pipeline component repository that interfaces with the DALiuGE compliant            

workflow editor interface tool. 
4. Maintainability of the workflow description (DALiuGE requires this to be explicitly           

constructed as an acyclic graph) 
5. Use of queues for sky model and metadata. 

 

2 References 

2.1 Applicable documents 

The following documents are applicable to the extent stated herein. In the event of conflict between                
the contents of the applicable documents and this document, the applicable documents shall take              
precedence. 
 

[AD1]  
 

2.2 Reference documents 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               
contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 
 

[RD1] DALiuGE paper - C. Wu et al, Daliuge: A graph execution framework for harnessing              
the astronomical data deluge, Astronomy and Computing 20 (2017), arXiv:1702.07617 

[RD2] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013 SDP Architecture, Rev 06  
[RD3] SDP Memo 077: Using DALiuGE for Distributed SAGECal -  
[RD4] https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Memory+Drop+Testing+2%3A+Porting

+Sagecal-DALiuGE+By+Using+DynLib+Drop 
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[RD5] Integration and execution of LOFAR pipelines using DALiuGE -         
https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/download/attachments/201294049/SDP%20Memo%20-
%20DALiuGE%20with%20Prefactor.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1536925694000&
api=v2 

[RD6] EAGLE - Editor for the Advanced Graph Language Environment -          
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14u3penbpiuc2FhNyw6zNXfruoVXg2Z070oVkozR
0Kyw/edit 

[RD7] SDP Memo 066: Partitioning SKA Dataflows for Optimal Graph Execution          
http://ska-sdp.org/sites/default/files/attachments/sdp_memo_066_partitioning_ska_da
taflow.pdf 

[RD8] Data-Driven Architecture Prototyping Report -     
https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/download/attachments/124289109/SKA-TEL-SDP-00000
82_C_REP_SDPMemoDataDrivenPrototyping%20-%20signed.pdf?version=1&modificatio
nDate=1480324328000&api=v2  

[RD9] Integration of ARL with DALiuGE -      
https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Integration+of+ARL+with+the+DALiuGE+Ex
ecution+Framework 

[RD10] SDP Memo 078 - Full-Scale DALiuGE Data Simulation and Reduction on Tianhe-2 and             
Pawsey -  
http://ska-sdp.org/sites/default/files/attachments/sdp_memo_78_scalability_testing_us
ing_daliuge_v1.0.pdf 

[RD11] https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/IDOS 
[RD12] https://github.com/ICRAR/daliuge  
[RD13] DALiuGE press release: http://www.icrar.org/tianhe2/ 
[RD14] https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Technical+Report%3A+Full-Scale+DALi

uGE+Data+Simulation+and+Reduction+on+Tianhe-2  
[RD15] https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Integration+of+DALiuGE+with+OSKAR2

+SPEAD 
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3 SDP Risk Mitigation 

The DALiuGE prototyping efforts detailed in this report have been executed to mitigate the risks               
identified below.  
 

1. Scaling to SKA1 fails - SDPRISK-371  
a. Refer to section 4.1 for prototyping activities conducted to mitigate this risk. 

2. Incomplete Interface Description between pipelines components & Execution Framework -          
SDPRISK-343  

a. Refer to section 4.2.  
3. Execution Framework is immature at production (low TRL) - SDPRISK-390  

a. Refer to section 4.4 
4. Logical Graph language syntax insufficient - SDPRISK-368  

a. Refer to section 4.3  
5. Translation from Logical to Physical Graph too complex - SDPRISK-361 

a. Refer to section 4.3 
6. Dynamic Scheduling too complex - SDPRISK-373 

a. Refer to section 4.3 
 

4 DALiuGE Prototyping Status and Results 

The following sections describe the prototyping activities that have been performed, using DALiuGE,             
to mitigate the risks listed in section 3.0 to further verify and inform the SDP architecture.  
 

4.1 Scalability testing with DALiuGE 

The scalability testing conducted using DALiuGE involved a range of experiments, which enabled             
continuous improvement of DAliuGE in terms of both performance and features.  
The work involved and the results are detailed further in the sections below. 
These prototyping activities have been executed to mitigate SDPRISK-371 - Scaling to SKA1 fails -               
refer to section 3.0 - risk 1. 
 

4.1.1 Scalability testing using DALiuGE on Tianhe-2 and Pawsey 

Two sets of tests were conducted as part of this scalability testing on the Tianhe-2 and the Pawsey                  
supercomputers.  
 
Test 1 - involved running large pipelines consisting of tens of millions of tasks (termed drops) that do                  
not actually perform concrete computation but act as “dummy” execution units . The purpose of this                
test was to evaluate the scalability of the DALiuGE framework by measuring framework-induced             
costs and overheads under varying levels of graph capacities and hardware resource availability. The              
experiments were conducted in two different environments — the Pawsey Magnus supercomputer            
and the Tianhe-2 supercomputer.  
 
To vary the workload, in each experiment we gave DALiuGE a different logical graph based on a                 
modified version of the standard LOFAR imaging pipeline (Heald et al., 2010). Each of these logical                
graphs differ only in the “num of copies” attribute of two Scatter constructs — Time Slice and                 
Frequency Channel. To investigate the framework overhead introduced by DALiuGE, we executed a             
series of experiments with a varying number of Drops, corresponding to a given degree of data                
parallelism. We then calculated the overhead based on the following definition:  
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       Measured_execution_time − Theoretical execution time 

 Number of Drops 
 
Figure 1 below shows the framework overhead amortised on each Drop as we increase the data                
parallelism/number of Drops in the test pipeline. We observe that the overhead of DALiuGE is not                
only relatively small but is in fact decreasing with increasing number of Drops and parallelism.  
 

Figure 1 The framework overhead on 30 and 60 nodes (a single island) is highlighted. Y-axis is                 
logarithmic-scaled overhead measured in milliseconds per Drop. We see a clear decreasing trend with the               
increasing number of Drops, indicating that the framework overhead is in fact decreasing with the increasing                
level of parallelism 
 
Figure 2 shows the overhead for 5 islands is less than 5 microseconds, almost half of that in the                   
single island case. This is expected since the run-time management overhead is now distributed to               
multiple island managers. Furthermore, we observe that the overhead with over 4 million drops is               
less than that for 2 million drops as the 400 nodes still has idling resources to accommodate more                  
drops, hence the lower overhead, which is the down trend that is also observed in Figure 1.                 
However, as we double the number of Drops to over 8 millions the overhead stays flat (for 5 islands)                   
or goes up (for 1 island) with less resources available per node. These results show that DALiuGE is                  
extremely stable in terms of performance and scalable with relatively low overheads. 
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Figure 2 framework overhead on 1 and 5 islands on 400 compute nodes. Y-axis is the overhead measured in                   
microsecond per Drop. 
 
 
Test 2 [RD10] - involved running real imaging pipeline components using simulated datasets based              
on SKA-1 telescope configurations. In this test we deployed DALiuGE on Tianhe-2 supercomputer to              
achieve the following three objectives:  

A. Validate if DALiuGE can execute GPU-intensive pipelines in a scalable manner.  
B. Demonstrate the capability of DALiuGE to execute a radio astronomical imaging pipeline            

end-to-end using realistic raw data. This involves generating simulated visibility data using            
OSKAR version 2.7.0 1 and producing final images using CASA version 4.5.3, in which the               
execution of each component (including simulation) is triggered and controlled by DALiuGE.  

C. Achieve the above two objectives without compromising its performance. 
 
Figure 3 presents the total completion time with DALiuGE and with MPI runs on 1 to 16 Tianhe-2                  
GPU nodes. These results indicate that the run times with DALiuGE is less variable than those with                 
MPI for the experimental setup, thus the execution framework DALiuGE has better stability. The              
total mean time with DALiuGE is marginally shorter than with MPI but within the errors. The test                 
result indicates that this performance evaluation has verified the objective A. However, we were              
restricted in the number of GPU nodes we could acquire in any single test run, with a maximum of                   
only 16.  
 
To verify the objective B, in each split frequency channel, data passes through the same processing                
pipeline and outputs four facet images. The simulation uses the Centaurus A image as a base, and                 
uses 23,811 individual components, each with a physical extent, an intensity and a spectral index, to                
represent the image. We compared these final images from the DALiuGE pipeline output with those               
produced from the MPI pipelines consisting of CASA tasks. They are identical to the numerical               
accuracy. This allows us to verify the objective B that we could run end-to-end DALiuGE processing                
without introducing errors or artifacts. 
 
To verify the objective C, we compared against a baseline pipeline whose execution was controlled               
by MPI. The comparison with baseline suggests that while DALiuGE is able to execute              
GPU-accelerated pipelines in an end-to-end fashion, its performance is also at least comparable to              
MPI. 
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Figure 3 The blue solid line and green solid line are the pipeline execution time taken by the pipeline                   
integrated with DALiuGE and with MPI, respectively. The red dotted line and black dotted line are the mean                  
time corresponding to the blue solid line and green solid line, respectively. The texts are shown the variance of                   
the execution time corresponding to the blue solid line and green solid line, respectively. 
 
 

4.1.2 Scalability of the simulated ingest pipeline 

In this test, two graphs were set up to evaluate DALiuGE’s data streaming scalability. The first graph,                 
known as the “Sender graph”, contains a number (N) of of interferometric data simulators (i.e.               
OSKAR2) that produces parallel streams of visibility data encoded in the SPEAD2 format and              
protocols. The second graph, known as the “Receiver graph”, contains N corresponding ingest             
pipelines running in parallel across multiple compute nodes. Figure 4 illustrates the dataflow             
between these two types of graphs at the logical level. 
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Figure 4 The Sender Graph and the Receiver Graph for the data streaming tests. 

 
For each stream in the Receiver Graph, there are 5 Drops running in the DALiuGE Streaming mode.                 
This represents the INGEST pipeline consisting of the following five components: 
 

1. SPEAD2 Stream Sender AppDrop 
2. SPEAD2 Stream Receiver AppDrop - this includes a built-in RingBuffer, which ensures the             

Sender and the Receiver (and hence the entire Ingest pipeline) are asynchronous. This             
implies that a bottleneck (if any) inside the ingest pipeline will never block the Sender given                
an adequate buffer size (i.e. the ring_heaps). More importantly, If there is a bottleneck              
inside the Sender, the data ingest rate will be similar to the Data production rate. 

3. Flagger AppDrop - Currently implemented as dummy Flagger 
4. Calibrator AppDrop - Currently bypasses the data stream without applying calibration           

solutions, and then simply accumulates SPEAD stream into the MS file. 
5. MeasurementSet FileDrop -  stored on the underlying filesystem. 

 
The deployment of these two graphs also includes two DALiuGE proxy servers, which work together               
with the DALiuGE monitor hosted on the AWS instance, and provide real-time graph execution              
monitoring capabilities as shown in the following Figure below. In this monitoring snapshot, green              
drops are completed, dark yellow drops are running, light yellow drops are waiting, and red drops                
are reporting some run-time errors. Note that the errors were due to the duplicated MS file names,                 
and have been resolved thereafter.  
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Figure 5 Real-time monitoring of the two graphs on the Bracewell cluster. The left panel shows the Sender                  
graph and the right panel shows the Receiver graph that consists of 5 ingest pipelines. 

In this test, the workload in terms of data volume generated by the OSKAR2 simulator was linearly                 
increased, and the resource capacity kept constant (i.e. 5 compute nodes). The purpose of this               
scalability test was to measure the increase in completion time. The figure below shows the               
completion time varies as the data volume per compute node increases. 
The X-axis in the figure below measures three levels of workloads quantified by the number of                
simulated time steps at 1200, 6000, and 12000. The Y-axis on the left shows the completion time (in                  
seconds) of the ingest pipelines. By “completion”, we mean all five data streams have been               
successfully written into the five MeasurementSet files on the disks. The Y-axis on the right shows                
the data volume (in Megabytes) ingested per stream. Since each stream is handled by an individual                
node, this is equivalent to the data ingested per compute node. For each level of workload on the                  
X-axis, there are four bars - red, yellow, blue, and cyan. The first two bars (red and yellow) measure                   
the time completion for the Sender graph and the Receiver graph respectively. The third bar (blue)                
indicates the data volume received per stream on a single compute node. The fourth bar (cyan)                
measures the completion time of the baseline Receiver graph, in which two MPI processes are               
running in parallel on two compute nodes, receiving two streams sent from the Sender graph. The                
baseline Receiver graph is completely independent from DALiuGE, and the receiver side is no longer               
an ingest pipeline, but only receives the data from the SPEAD ring buffer and save them into                 
MeasurementSet files. Its sole purpose is to establish the baseline for comparison against the              
DALiuGE graph execution performance. 
 
We make three observations with respect to the scalability of this system: 

1. As the workload increases linearly as reflected by the X-axis and the third blue bar, the                
completion time at both Sending and Receiving ends also increase linearly. 

2. The ingest time at the Receiver graph is always slightly shorter than the Sender completion               
time. Given the asynchronous nature of the RingBuffer, it is easy to see that the bottleneck                
lies in the sender side (rather than in the Ingest side). Otherwise, the sender completion               
time would have been shorter (if the RingBuffer size is sufficiently large) 

3. Bar 1,2 and 4 at each workload level shows that the completion time is more or less the                  
same with or without DALiuGE, indicating DALiUGE does not incur any extra overhead             
compared to running those tasks natively. In fact, DALiuGE pipelines (the yellow bars) have              
two extra streaming steps and one extra flagging step compared to the baseline Receiver              
graph. 
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Figure 6 Ingestion completion time reported by DALiuGE is proportional to the workload. 

 

4.1.3 Scalability of the DAliuGE I/O framework 

In this series of tests, the scalability of the DALiuGE I/O framework was studied, which is used to                  
move large volumes of data between Drops and graphs across multiple compute nodes during              
distributed graph execution in the Bracewell supercomputing facility. 
The tests were performed in two steps. In the first step, the focus was on experimenting and                 
selecting an optimal set S of I/O parameters on a single node. In the second step, S was used to                    
configure DALiuGE in order to conduct multiple nodes tests to obtain valid scalability results. 
 
The parameters include graph configurations, network interfaces, sizes of receiver chunks, and            
default CRC flags for data drops. First, the single node tests were conducted on four different graph                 
configurations (A, B, C, and D) as shown in Figure below. Configuration A, B, and C include two DLG                   
TCP receivers using the default DALiuGE socket_listener Python Application Drop. This is followed by              
the StreamNull data drop which represents the streaming processing internal to DALiuGE. The             
PassBy python application drop simply relays the data streams to the next drop.  
 
In Configuration A, the data stream is further consumed by a CRC python application drop that                
produces the checksum of the data, which is then written to the CRC Result file drop. In                 
Configuration B, the data stream is accumulated into the InMemory data drop. In Configuration C,               
there is no further storage or processing of the data stream, which basically stops after being                
received and handed over. 
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A  B  C  D 

Figure 7  The four tested graph configurations. 
 

In all four configurations, the Sender side does not involve DALiuGE. Each Sender Node consists of                
two TCP SPEAD senders running in parallel on a single Sender Node. In Configuration A, B, and C,                  
drops in the Receiver node are all executed by DAliuGE. The two Receiver programs (i.e. iperf) in                 
Configuration D are executed by MPI. Configuration D is used as a baseline estimate of the maximum                 
transfer bandwidth. 
 
Based on the four configurations shown in Figure above, 21 test were run, each of which consists of                  
3 test runs (except for test 1 and test 8) in order to obtain statistically reliable results. For each test,                    
mainly three parameters were adjusted - Graph types, Receiver chunks (in bytes) and CRC boolean               
flags, and the aggregated Sending rate recorded from the Sender side were measured. Since all               
graphs are running in the streaming mode, the aggregated Sending rate directly measures the              
overall system throughput T. We use T as the metrics to determine the optimal parameter set S.  
The following observations were made from the scalability test: 
 

1. The Ethernet network interface is the bottleneck of the data movement. Therefore the             
infiniband (IPoIB) parameter was fixed for remaining tests. 

2. The Receiver chunk size of the socket_listener DALiuGE drop has a significant impact on the               
throughput. Therefore 512KiB was chosen as the optimal value since it strikes the optimal              
trade-off between stability (as measured in the errors in the 7th column) and throughput              
performance. 

3. The throughput achieved when writing data to the DALiuGE InMemory drop is slower than              
that of calculating CRC on the same amount of data when the Receiver chunk size is small                 
(e.g. 4 KiB). This is believed to be due to the overhead associated with small chunk sizes                 
during frequent data movement along the memory hierarchy (e.g. from L1/2 cache to main              
memory). 

4. The relative cost of CRC calculation on data drops diminishes as the Receiver chunk size is                
increased. For example, in the case of Graph A, the relative cost of CRC goes down from                 
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roughly 13% to 0.6%, and for Graph B, it goes down from 11% to 6% when the Receiver                  
chunk size is increased from 4KiB to 512 KiB. 

 
In the second large scale test, Graph A is used, Receiver chunk size 512 KiB, and with the CRC Flag                    
setting to No given its small impacts on the throughput performance. Graph A is chosen because it                 
has the longest data path that is closer to realistic workloads. 
 
The figure below examines the throughput performance as the total number of compute nodes (i.e.               
the total number of parallel streams between a pair of Sender and Receiver nodes) is increased,                
depicted in the X-axis. Note that for each pair of Sender and Receiver nodes, there are two parallel                  
streams as indicated in Step 1. The Y-axis on the left denotes the achieved throughput, and the Y-axis                  
on the right shows the ratio (in percentage) between measured throughput and the corresponding              
theoretical network bandwidth, which is extrapolated from Test 15 performed in Step 1. For each               
point on the X-axis, the same tests are run three times in order to estimate the errors for the Y-axis                    
on the left. 
 
The following observations are drawn from the Figure below. 

1. As the number of compute nodes are doubled, the throughput increases by a factor higher               
than two. This suggests a linear scalability in the achieved throughput with respect to the               
system capacity. 

2. As the number of compute nodes is increased, so does the utilization of the network               
bandwidth. 

3. The throughput is relatively stable albeit stochastic variations due to the shared network             
and compute environment on Bracewell. 

 

 
Figure 8 Large scale scalability test results for the DALiuGE I/O framework. 

 
It is important to note that one of the main factors driving this performance was the fact that the                   
CRC AppDrops could run at ~1.5 [GiB/s] due to: a) the speed of the algorithm, and b) the fact that                    
DALiuGE currently uses threads to parallelise execution of concurrent drops by default. Faster crc32              
implementations are now available to us, and in the future we also plan to use standalone processes                 
to parallelise execution of applications. 
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4.1.4 Scalability with JACAL Test pipelines 

In this experiment, we ran multiple instances of a simple JACAL (Joint Astronomy CALibration and               
imaging software) test pipeline, which loads a single channel MeasurementSet file into DALiuGE             
memory drop, then loads the NormalEquation , runs Gridding and FFT on the visibilities, before              
writing out the re-constructed image onto disks. The logical graph of the pipeline is shown in Figure                 
below: 

 

 
Figure 9  Logical Graph of JACAL test pipeline. 

 
26 test runs were conducted on the Pawsey Athena compute cluster. The majority of the runs were                 
executed on multiple compute nodes, and cross nodes communications took place for those runs.              
The results of these test runs are depicted in the plot below. The X axis denotes the test                  
configuration in terms of the number of channels and compute nodes. The Y axis on the left                 
measures time-related metrics (in seconds, wall-time) after the completion of each pipeline            
(including all of its instances). The Y axis on the right indicates the number of Drops running within                  
each pipeline.  
 
The purpose of the scalability test is to ascertain, when the workload (i.e. the number of channels                 
and the number of Drops) and the resource capacity (i.e. the number of compute nodes) is increased                 
at the same time, whether the performance (measured in time-related metrics) remains the same.  
 
Two types of time-related metrics Drop Creation time and Graph Execution time are examined. The               
Drop Creation time (two blue curves) measures the time duration for DALiuGE to create all Drops                
across all compute nodes for a particular pipeline. It is particularly important to measure the               
overhead associated with deployment of SKA-like processing pipelines in a distributed compute            
cluster. The Graph Execution time (two green curves) records the time duration for DALiuGE to               
complete the execution of the entire pipeline. The number of Drops (the red curve) is proportional                
to the number of channels along the X axis. 
 
The reason we have two curves for each time metrics is because we applied the same system load                  
(channels) and the same number of compute nodes to two test runs - one uses Ethernet network                 
interfaces (NICs) for inter-node communications and the other uses the Infinity Band (IB) NICs for               
inter-node communications.  
 
Figure above suggests that the graph execution time stays at the same level as the workload                
increases. This is evident in that both green curves are relatively flat albeit small variations towards                
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the end of the curve. The graph execution time always centres around 40 seconds, and does not                 
increase substantially as we increase the workload, showing satisfactory scalability for both            
infiniband and Ethernet environments. 
 

 
Figure 10  Execution / completion time of a simple JACAL Test pipeline. 

 

4.2 Integration capability between Pipelines components and DALiuGE 

DALiuGE has been integrated with many existing pipelines and libraries to specify, define and test               
the interface between pipeline components and the Execution Framework part of the SDP. The              
following sections describe the prototyping work and results in this area. 
These prototyping activities have been executed to mitigate SDPRISK-343 - Incomplete Interface            
Description between pipelines components & Execution Framework  -  
 section 3.0 - risk 2. 
 

4.2.1 Integration of ARL with DALiuGE 

Integrating the SDP’s Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) software and DALiuGE is an exercise of              
interest to the SDP consortium since it enables using ARL algorithms within the DALiuGE execution               
framework with ease, and directly evaluate and compare its performance against other execution             
frameworks. 
Instead of manually wrapping each of the functions contained in the ARL, we chose to implement a                 
generic Dask emulation layer (explained in detail below) that would be useful not only to execute the                 
ARL within DALiuGE, but other projects as well. To achieve this we needed to implement two                
different pieces of functionality, one building on top of the other. 
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The first building block we implemented was to offer built-in support for wrapping arbitrary python               
functions and expose them as stateful application drops. To this end DALiuGE ships now with a                
built-in application drop called PyFuncApp which does exactly this. This new functionality enables             
users to construct Logical and Physical graphs that make use of python functions directly, instead of                
having to call functions in C/C++ dynamically linked libraries, or to execute external programs. The               
function parameters are modeled as the inputs of the application drop, and the result value(s) as the                 
output(s). Given that input and output data in DALiuGE is modeled as a stream of bytes,                
PyFuncApp applications interpret these as pickled objects, so they can easily be transferred from              
one application to the other. In its current state it can wrap complicated functions with user-defined                
types. 
The second building block of this work sits on top of the PyFuncApp support, and is an emulation                  
of the delayed function of the Dask framework. Dask is “a flexible parallel computing library” that                
uses a dynamic task scheduling approach for parallelizing computations. With Dask, a direct acyclic              
graph (DAG) of tasks is defined using normal python code and some special Dask functions like                
delayed . The application calls compute() on the final object that needs to be calculated, which               
causes the DAG to be communicated to the Dask workers, who evaluate it and return the result. The                  
delayed function therefore acts locally as a way to construct the DAG, correctly encapsulating a               
function, and its inputs and outputs. 
In the case of DALiuGE, a delayed function has been added to the package dlg . This function                 
closely emulates Dask's delayed function. In this emulation, calls to delayed progressively build             
a DALiuGE graph composed of instances of above described PyFuncApp Drop. Upon calling             
compute() on the final object to be calculated, the Physical Graph is communicated to the               
DALiuGE Node Manager, which executes it, and returns the result. 
A correct implementation of these two parts is now present DALiuGE as of version 0.5.3, which is                 
readily available to install from PyPI. Simple ad-hoc tests have been developed to ensure that the                
basic functionality of each of the pieces works, and further tests have been successfully performed               
against the ARL pipelines. 
 
A slight modification to ARL itself allows to make use of DALiuGE’s delayed function such that                
toggling ARL between Dask and DALiuGE can be done through an environment variable. The figure               
below shows an example of an ARL pipeline, defined with the same code unchanged, running in both                 
modes. The graph in both cases has a similar structure, and the pipeline output when using either                 
DALiuGE or Dask is exactly the same. The changes required for allowing this integration in the ARL                 
have already been incorporated into the latest version of the ARL, and they are continuously tested                
for correct functioning. 
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Figure 11 An ARL pipeline execution using Dask (top) and DALiuGE (bottom). Both graphs were generated using                 
exactly the same code on the ARL, and produce the same result. Only an environment variable makes the                  
difference between using Dask (default behavior) and DALiuGE. Corresponding parts of each graph are              
highlighted in different colors. 
 

4.2.2 Integration of LOFAR CALIB and Prefactor pipelines with DALiuGE 

The primary goal of this prototyping was to demonstrate the suitability of the DALiuGE execution               
framework for executing radio astronomy pipelines, in this case LOFAR. 
The CALIB and Prefactor LOFAR pipelines were identified as good candidates for this work. 
The CALIB pipeline represented a minimal working example of an imaging pipeline and porting it to                
DALiuGE constitutes the first step towards a full-scale graph execution with DALiuGE. 
The Prefactor pipeline is used to make an initial (direction independent) calibrated image that can be                
used for facet calibration using the factor pipeline. Because this pipeline is developed to be used in                 
production, it was thought to be suitable to port to DALiuGE. An added advantage could be that any                  
work on this pipeline could at a later stage be extended with the facet calibration. Also, the prefactor                  
pipeline is used as the demonstrator for the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) projects related to                
LOFAR, aimed at reimplementing pipelines using the Common Workflow Language, making a future             
comparison of different pipeline and execution framework implementations to DALiuGE possible. 
 
Prefactor pipeline graph 
The logical graph of the prefactor pipeline is shown in the figure below. After a few steps that are                   
executed for each subband independently, the calibration solutions are merged to a single HDF5 file               
after which several values are smoothed and fitted across sub bands. Also in the prefactor we made                 
use of the concept of python drops (i.e. python functions, shown in cyan) and application drops (i.e.                 
command line executables, shown in light blue).  
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Prefactor pipeline demo data 
The data used for the demo of prefactor is based on data from the first 20 sub bands of the LOFAR                     
observation with obsid L570741 (target) and L570745 (calibrator). The choice for 20 is based on the                
fact that prefactor needs this amount of sub bands to complete. Because the goal of the                
demonstrator is to test the functionality of DALiuGE, we select the data of the first 10 time slots of                   
each subband, making the pipeline run through rather quickly. The full version of the data can be                 
found in the LOFAR long-term archive.  
 
The porting of these two LOFAR-based pipelines to the DALiuGE framework utilised Docker             
containers and are reusable and reproducible. Based on the experience in porting the pipelines to               
DALiuGE, several recommendations to improve DALiuGE were provided. Most of these           
recommendations are concerned with (1) implementing functionalities that would make these           
specific pipelines more readable and (2) minimising the number of wrappers that have to be written                
in order to port the pipelines. It should explicitly be noted that those considerations have no direct                 
relation to the design principles of DALiuGE, and may very well be contrary to them. In conclusion,                 
the DALiuGE framework can be used to executed those already existing LOFAR-based, albeit with              
some changes to the way the commands are executed.  
 

 
Figure 12 Logical graph of the prefactor pipeline. File drops are indicated in dark blue, pyton drops in cyan, and                    
application drops (i.e. shell executables) in light blue. The in-memory drop block is visualised as a dark-blue                 
trapezoid. 
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Figure 13 Physical graph of the prefactor pipeline for two subbands of LOFAR. Green units represent units of                  
work that have successfully completed. The dark yellow boxes represent the work units that are currently                
executing and the light yellow boxes represent jobs that will be executed.  
 

4.2.3 Integration of Distributed SAGECal with DALiuGE  

This work proposed integrating an existing MPI-based distributed calibration code — Distributed            
SAGECal (Yatawatta, 2015) — together with the Execution Framework prototype DALiuGE with the             
primary goal of evaluating the feasibility of using DALiuGE to drive the execution of existing               
distributed calibration solutions. Moreover, it is envisaged that a deeper understanding of SAGECal             
workload characteristics can be obtained.   

 
To transform MPI-based Distributed SAGECal into dataflow-style applications whose execution is           
driven by DALiuGE, we investigated two alternatives. The first option is at a much coarser level of                 
granularity, and uses MPIApp to wrap the entire Distributed SAGECal algorithm. The second             
approach decomposes the existing algorithm into much more fine-grained Drops, each of which             
performs “stateless” computation. 
 
Once these two alternatives were implemented they were deployed and tested on 4 virtual              
machines on a internal computing cluster. This cluster has the same hardware configuration with              
Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 CPUs, 2.1 GHz, 24 cores, 8GB of memory, 60 GB of hard disk and 1000Mbps                   
network bandwidth, with an additional node to provide file share service by nfs-server, which also               
provided web ui to submit the task. 

 
To make a fair comparison, we tested SAGECal running on DALiuGE in the same environment with                
the same arguments. SAGECal MPI version was built on Master/Slave. Each slave process handles              
one measurement set file. To compare DALiuGE version, SAGECal MPI version needs less             
serialization process. It was anticipated that SAGECal MPI version has better performance than             
DALiuGE version. The results as shown in the figure below have proved this point.  
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Figure 14 (a) shows comparison of elapsed times for finishing 16 measurement sets on varying nodes between                 
MPI, FileDrop and MemoryDrop. (b) shows comparison of elapsed times for varying the number of               
measurement sets running on 4 nodes between MPI, FileDrop and MemoryDrop. 
 
Under the condition of the fixed amount of measurement set files, with the increase in the number                 
of processing nodes, the entire processing time using the MPI version provided by SAGECal does not                
decrease. When we ported SAGECal to DALiuGE the architecture used was exactly the same as the                
distributed implementation of MPI version in SAGECal. Therefore, when the number of processing             
nodes increases, the characteristics of processing time are consistent with the MPI version of              
SAGECal. Generally, in a distributed environment, adding processing nodes should reduce the total             
processing time. However, we used these three schemas. There is no obvious change in the               
processing time. The reason this matters is mainly related to the SAGECal algorithm itself.              
Nevertheless, the reason we still choose to use distributed processing is that when only one node is                 
used to process all the files, when the number of files processed exceeds the number of cores of a                   
single node, the application will be halted on a single node because of insufficient resources. The use                 
of distributed processing is a good way to avoid such a situation. 
 
BashShellDrop is provided by DALiuGE for wrapping executable programs which could be            
programmed by different programming languages. Therefore, different BashShellDrops can interact          
only by using FileDrop which represent a file or a directory. DALiuGE also provides DynlibDrop and                
related helper header files. DynlibDrop could wrap a dynamic link library, and MemoryDrop and              
FileDrop are allowed to link DynlibDrops. DynlibDrop is able to operate MemoryDrop which provide              
a interface to access memory. Obviously, memory has a greater advantage in efficiency. Therefore, it               
can be seen from Figure above that MemoryDrop version needs less processing time.  
 

4.3 Separation of Concerns between Logical and Physical Graphs  

4.3.1 Logical Graph Editor - EAGLE 

This section summarises the prototyping activities conducted to address risk number 4 in section 3.0               
- Logical Graph language syntax insufficient -  SDPRISK-368.  
 
The Advanced Graph Language is a visual programming language used to develop complex             
processing pipelines or workflows. EAGLE, Editor for the Advanced Graph Language Environment, is             
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the visual editor for this environment. EAGLE is coupled to the DALiuGE execution framework, which               
also provides the actual translation and execution of the workflows.  
Workflows are implemented in three distinct steps or phases: 
 

1. Development of a set of processing components that populate the pipeline repository. 
2. Development of workflows (pipelines) from pipeline components. 
3. Execution of workflows (pipelines). 

 
These steps are typically performed in different project phases and segregate different skill sets,              
which typically are distributed across various roles in an operational environment such as software              
engineer, staff astronomer and operator. EAGLE has augmented the way how logical graph             
constructs are organised and produces somewhat different logical graphs in terms of both             
“look-and-feel” and encoding representations. In the following, we provide two figures to            
demonstrate several changes made in DAliuGE for correctly interpreting Constructs in logical graphs             
produced from EAGLE. In each example, the diagram at the top shows the EAGLE logical graph, and                 
the one at the bottom presents the generated physical graph produced by DALiuGE. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 15: Example 1 demonstrates that a Construct (e.g. Scatter or Gather) in EAGLE is always associated with                  
a concrete Application Drop (e.g. ms-transform and image-concat for Scatter and Gather respectively in this               
dataflow example). The Scatter construct has an internal output that is translated into multiple dataflow edges                
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from the application drop to multiple instances of the “buffer” data drop. The Gather Construct is translated                 
into multiple image-concat application drops, each of which combines two frequency splits, and all of which                
together produce the final image cube data drop. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 16: The EAGLE logical graph in Example 2 shows the internal output from the Gather construct is                  
translated into multiple drops (e.g. memory drop → CLEAN → memory drop) along the downstream dataflow                
of the ImageConcat application drop. These drops are generated for each Gather instance, which itself is                
translated into multiple ImageConcat application drops. Compared to Example 1, there are two differences.              
First, there are no “final” synchronisation points (e.g. a single data cube) since the Gather construct does not                  
have an external output as shown in Example 1. Second, each “Gathered” data drops (e.g. frequency split) are                  
combined and further transformed by the CLEAN application drop per Gather instance. As in Example 1, the                 
Gather width is 2, thus every 2 instances of “Image per freq” data drops are combined for CLEAN to process. 
 

4.3.2 Physical Graph Translation and Optimisation 

This section summarises the prototyping activities conducted to address risks 5 and 6 in section 3.0 -                 
Translation from Logical to Physical Graph too complex - SDPRISK-361 and Dynamic Scheduling too              
complex - SDPRISK-373 
 
These prototyping activities focused on the DALiuGE graph translation sub-system and the technical             
details on dataflow partitioning algorithms and implementations. By extending previous studies on            
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graph scheduling and partitioning, we laid the foundation on which we can develop polynomial time               
optimization methods that minimize both dataflow execution time and resource footprint while            
satisfying resource constraints imposed by individual algorithms. The preliminary results, obtained           
from three radio astronomy data pipelines, are shown in the Figure below. 
 
Optimal translation from logical graphs to large-scale, data-intensive dataflow is challenging. In SDP             
memo 066, we presented challenges related to graph scheduling and discussed polynomial time             
optimization methods used in DALiuGE to minimize both dataflow execution time and resource             
footprint while satisfying resource demand constraints imposed by task-level algorithms. We show            
preliminary results obtained from three radio astronomy data pipelines. The memo discussed the             
optimal mapping of DALiuGE dataflows to homogeneous resources. We have also developed a             
different set of technical solutions to deal with heterogeneous resources based on the well-known              
HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) algorithm. 

 
Figure 17 The PGT (Physical Graph Template) completion time is monotonically non-increasing as the number               
of partitions decreases for three different radio astronomy pipeline graphs. It also show the partition solution                
that produces the minimum number of partitions (i.e the bottom right end of each curve) also results in the                   
shortest execution time. 
 

4.4 Maturity of Execution Framework 

This section summarises the prototyping activities conducted to address risk number 3 in section 3.0               
- Execution Framework is immature at production (low TRL) - SDPRISK-390 
 
Since its creation, DALiuGE has been deployed and tested in a number of existing SKA pathfinder                
projects to address practical data challenges. These are listed below: 
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1. DALiuGE is currently being used as the operational data reduction framework (Vinsen et al.,              
2018) of the COSMOS HI Large Extragalactic Survey (CHILES) project (Fernandez et al., 2013)              
for the Karl E. Jansky Very Large Array.  

 
2. DALiuGE logical graphs and modules have been adopted (Tobar and Kitaeff, 2017) in the              

prototype HI pipeline for the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST).  
 

3. Conducted Data simulation scalability tests using DALiuGE on Tianhe-2 and Pawsey           
Super-computers [RD10].  

 
4. Data-driven DALiuGE workflows have been developed (Wei et al., 2018) as an alternative to              

message passing interface (MPI) processes for managing parallel execution of the distributed            
SAGEcal calibration algorithm (Yatawatta, 2015) on distributed compute nodes.  

 
5. DALiuGE has also been integrated (Guzman, 2018; Ord et al., 2018) into the software              

package of the Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP) (ATNF, 2018) to execute ASKAP data             
processing.  

 
6. The DALiuGE docker container (Grange, 2018) has been developed to integrate the            

Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR) pre-facet calibration pipeline (Horneffe, 2017).  
 

7. More recently, a Dask (Rocklin,2015) integration layer has been developed in DALiuGE            
(Tobar, 2018) to directly execute any Python-based pipelines — e.g. those defined using the              
Algorithm Reference Library (Cornwell et al., 2018) — without any code changes. 

 
We consider the maturity of DALiuGE within the Technology Readiness Level (TRL)            
https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/458490main_TRL_Definitions.pdf spectrum. The scalability results and      
the operational deployment of DAliuGE used in the production system shows that DALiuGE has              
surpassed the “low range” as suggested in the SDPRISK-390.  
 

5.0 Summary 

We briefly summarise key findings from the DALiuGE prototyping efforts in this section. 
 
Scalability 
DALiuGE is extremely scalable, from just a single computer to even beyond the scale the SDP will                 
ultimately need. In particular, Section 4.1.1 shows the overhead introduced by DALiuGE to deploy              
and execute even very large workflows has been shown to be very low. In terms of overhead per                  
task it is decreasing all the way until around 8 million tasks in our tests, which means that it is scaling                     
extremely well. The distribution of metadata and name spacing for every data island provides              
isolation underneath DALiuGE and thus ensures scalability on the storage level. DALiuGE allows             
isolation of the I/O layer if required in a scalable fashion as demonstrated in Section 4.1.3. On the                  
other hand DALiuGE also works on standard POSIX interfaces in order to take advantage of any                
scalable I/O systems. 
 
Integration capability 
DALiuGE has been successfully integrated with a number of data reduction tools and pipelines for               
SKA pathfinder projects including SDP’s ARL as demonstrated in Section 4.2. The granularity of such               
integration ranges from fine-grained algorithm components (Section 4.2.3) to coarse-grained          
pipelines (Section 4.2.2), and to a mixture of both as discussed in Section 4.2.1. DALiuGE has                
demonstrated considerable flexibility when incorporating heterogeneous software components into         
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its data-driven execution framework. Moreover, user feedbacks from these integration efforts           
provided a virtuous circle to continuously improve DALiuGE’s integration capability. 
 
Separation of Concerns 
DALiuGE has a very clear separation of concerns as highlighted in Section 4.3. The development of                
the logical graphs, the scheduling and partitioning of the physical graphs and the actual execution               
are completely separated. Modifying the logical graph can thus be carried out independent of other               
parts as long as the required processing components are available. Exchanging one algorithm             
components with another is very straightforward. Moreover, Section 4.3.2 shows that graph            
modelling allows the application algorithms well developed in graph theory and combinatorial            
optimisation, enabling DALiuGE to produce optimal execution plans from logical pipeline definitions            
given resource capabilities, constraints and availability. The benefits of Separation of Concerns is             
fully harvested through graph models in DALiuGE. 
 
Maturity 
DALiuGE is being used in production for the CHILES (JVLA) data reduction pipeline and has been                
tested in SKA pathfinder projects including LOFAR, ASKAP and FAST as described in Section 4.4. In all                 
these environments, DAliuGE have been swiftly deployed on supercomputers (e.g. Tianhe-2,           
Pawsey), Cloud resources (e.g. the AWS for CHILES) and Docker containers (e.g. the LOFAR Prefactor               
pipeline). DALiuGE is readily available for dealing with data-intensive workloads and has nine Github              
releases since November 2016, and five PyPI releases since October 2017. 
 
Taken together, DALiuGE is a graph-based execution framework with a proven capability to integrate              
state-of-the-art radio astronomy algorithm components into data-intensive processing pipelines at          
the scale required by the SKA1 data reduction. 
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